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SIREAS Announces Addition of Scott Tibbo as Managing Director
Industry Veteran Brings Decades of Real-World Experience to New Role
New York, NY—May 11, 2021—SIREAS, a prominent, global corporate real
estate and outsourcing management consulting firm, announced that respected
industry leader, Scott Tibbo, has joined the company in the role of Managing
Director.
“We’re thrilled to welcome Scott to the team,” says Ingrid Fenn, President and
CEO of SIREAS. “Scott brings decades of relevant experience from many
different sides of the CRE industry that will enable him to provide uniquely
valuable insight and advice to our clients.”
Scott has more than 35 years of corporate real estate and facilities management
expertise that combines 15 years on the client side, 9 years as a management
consultant, and the last 13 years as a senior leader in JLL’s Corporate Solutions
business.
As Managing Director at SIREAS, he will lead project teams to help clients
objectively assess their operating models and third-party supplier relationships,
and design and implement best-in-class organizational and service delivery
frameworks that will drive innovation, efficiency, and success across the portfolio.
“Corporate real estate organizations across all industries are examining their
existing structures and service delivery models in light of historic shifts in the
workplace driving the need to implement best-in-class solutions that are flexible,
adaptable and nimble,” says Tibbo. “SIREAS is recognized as a leading
consultant in this space, and I’m excited to support the company’s continued
growth and the value we bring to our clients.”
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About SIREAS, LLC:
SIREAS is a leading, global corporate real estate and outsourcing management
consulting firm with expertise in solution design, portfolio and vendor
management, sourcing strategy, and governance advisory. SIREAS enables
corporations to streamline operations, improve services delivery, and increase
shareholder value. SIREAS is one of the few expert advisory firms providing
integrated strategy and services across the full range of CRE disciplines: from
enterprise corporate real estate strategy to organizational design and
performance portfolio management, workplace optimization, facilities services,
strategic outsourcing and supplier relationship management and governance
(SRMG). For more information, visit www.sireas.com.
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